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Apps for Construction - Exploring The Five Job Site Workflows and Where Mobile Fits In

Dependency on mobile devices in the construction industry continues to grow. How can builders evolve their work flow to match the most innovative hardware, software and strategies becoming available? In this presentation, Rob McKinney shares decades of experience implementing mobile technology on construction projects and discusses the work flows that builders should focus on when it comes to mobile technology on a job site. Rob explores mobile solutions and strategies available for plan management, daily reporting, progress photos, time entry, safety documentation and more. This presentation covers the best of what’s available, and how to make it work with your company’s current processes, budget and technological

Learning Objectives

- Identify the main construction work flows affected by mobile technology
- Review the history and evolution of mobile technology used throughout construction projections
- Discuss the leading hardware and software available
- Explore case studies of how innovative companies are applying mobile tech successfully
- Understand the best mobile solutions for your firm’s budget, experience and objectives

To subscribe to Rob’s blog visit: conappguru.com/blog
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